BULLETIN 2021-04

TO: All Admitted and Non-Admitted Insurers Writing Residential Property Insurance in California

FROM: Insurance Commissioner Ricardo Lara

DATE: August 19, 2021

RE: Mandatory Moratorium on Cancellations and Non-Renewals of Policies of Residential Property Insurance After the Declaration of a State of Emergency

As enacted by Senate Bill 824 (Lara, Chapter 616, Statutes of 2018) Insurance Code section 675.1, subdivision (b)(1) provides:

“An insurer shall not cancel or refuse to renew a policy of residential property insurance for a property located in any ZIP Code within or adjacent to the fire perimeter, for one year after the declaration of a state of emergency as defined in Section 8558 of the Government Code, based solely on the fact that the insured structure is located in an area in which a wildfire has occurred. This prohibition applies to all policies of residential property insurance in effect at the time of the declared emergency.” (Emphasis added.)

Section 675.1, subdivision (d) defines “policy of residential property insurance” as follows:

“…policy residential property insurance” has the meaning described in subdivision (a) of Section 10087.” (Emphasis added.)

Section 10087, subdivision (a) provides:

“…’policy of residential property insurance’ shall mean a policy insuring individually owned residential structures of not more than four dwelling units, individually owned condominium units, or individually owned mobile homes, and their contents, located in this state and used exclusively for residential purposes or a tenant's policy insuring personal contents of a residential unit located in this state.” (Emphasis added.)
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Accordingly, no admitted or non-admitted insurer shall cancel or non-renew any policy of residential property insurance, including all homeowners’, condo unit owners’, mobile homeowners’, or residential renters’ insurance policies due to wildfire risk that are located in a ZIP Code identified by this bulletin or any subsequent bulletin as subject to Section 675.1, subdivision (b)(1).

Section 675.1, subdivision (b)(2) further provides:

“…the fire perimeter shall be determined by the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection in consultation with the Office of Emergency Services. The department shall provide the commissioner with data describing the fire perimeter sufficient for the commissioner to determine which ZIP Codes are within or adjacent to the fire perimeter. The commissioner shall then issue a bulletin to inform insurers which ZIP Codes are subject to this subdivision.” (Emphasis added.)

The Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, in consultation with the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services, has provided the Commissioner with data identifying the fires that pertain to each state of emergency and describing the fire perimeters and the Commissioner has relied upon that data to determine which ZIP Codes are subject to Section 675.1, subdivision (b)(1).

On July 16, 2021, Governor Gavin Newsom proclaimed a state of emergency covering the counties of Siskiyou, Plumas, and Lassen due to wildfires in those counties.

Therefore, due to the Governor’s July 16, 2021 declaration, for one year from July 16, 2021, no admitted or non-admitted insurer shall issue a notice of cancellation or non-renewal, for any policies of residential property insurance due to wildfire risk in the following ZIP Codes:

- **Lava Fire**: 96067, 96094, 96064, 96097, 96013, 96025, 96057, 96091, 96028, 96056, 96134, 96044, 96023, 96038, 96058, 96034, 96014

- **Beckwourth Complex Fire** (including Sugar and Dotta Fires): 96122, 96109, 96105, 96129, 96103, 96114, 96118, 96106, 96113, 95983, 96124, 96121, 96126, 96135

In addition, all admitted and non-admitted insurers writing a policy of residential property insurance in the State of California must offer to rescind any notices of cancellation or non-renewal issued since the Governor’s July 16, 2021 emergency declaration, respectively, and offer to reinstate or renew the policies in effect at the time of the emergency declaration, if any such notices of cancellation or nonrenewal were issued on or after the date of the emergency declaration, and the properties are located in ZIP Codes identified by this bulletin.
Please Note: If additional ZIP Codes are determined to be within or adjacent to a fire perimeter subject to a declared state of emergency, the Department may issue a supplemental bulletin adding such additional ZIP Codes to the moratorium against cancellations and non-renewals of policies of residential property insurance pursuant to Insurance Code section 675.1(b).

Any insurer with questions regarding this bulletin, please contact:

Risa Salat-Kolm, Attorney III  
Legal Division - Enforcement Bureau  
Risa.Salat-Kolm@insurance.ca.gov